


"Google Play Game Services are key to how we create 
engaging content for our customers. In particular Quests 
are a great way to create unique events that give our 
users a lot of new content all easily created from the 
Google Play Game Services console, making it very easy to 
manage."

-Concrete Software



Key Takeaways

● Google Play Games can identify high-quality players, improve 
segmentation and user targeting.

● Quests appeal to the most dedicated users, and yet there is still an 
increase in their engagement after using Quests.

● Retention and sessions per user are positively correlated with Quests 
usage.

● Quest acceptance and completion rates increase overtime while DAU is 
constant.

● The best Google Play Games integrations are highly visible, customized, 
achievable, and incentivized.

This case study claims correlation and not causation.



● Provides compelling value proposition upfront to encourage 
sign-ins

● Providing unique, interesting Quests for users lead to higher 
engagement. 

● Well-designed Quests have clear goals, stated rewards, progress 
tracker, a clear deadline, and a call to action button.

● Use both short-term and long-term Quests to engage users with 
different preferences.

GPGS best practice lessons from Concrete Software



Quests usage rate increases overtime while DAU stays constant.
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Source: Concrete Software, 7/9/2014 - 7/23/2014



One day retention for users who have accepted a Quest is 39.2% 
higher than the average; for users who have completed a Quest, it is 
60.7% higher than the average.

+39.2%
+60.7%

Source: Concrete Software, 7/9/2014 - 7/23/2014



Users who accepted a Quest start 98% more sessions per day; users 
who completed a Quest start 140.2% more.

+98%
+140.2%

Source: Concrete Software, 7/9/2014 - 7/23/2014



Among Quest users, sessions per user improved 14.4% DoD upon 
Quests acceptance, and 3.7% DoD upon completion.

+14.4%

Source: Concrete Software, 7/9/2014 - 7/23/2014

+3.7%



Among users who accepted the first quest, almost 48% of the users 
accepted the second Quest. Among those who completed the first, 
78% accepted the second.

Source: Concrete Software, 7/9/2014 - 7/23/2014



Appendix

Walkthroughs of Best Practice GPGS Integrations



GPGS Sign-in Flow

● No auto sign-in, but prominent display of 
GPGS icons customized to fit game’s artistic 
style

● Multiple access points for GPGS sign-in with 
clear value propositions for each

● Smooth sign-in flow that never leaves the app
● Using GPGS profile pictures to create a sense 

of personalization





Prominent, recognizable and aesthetically 
fitting GPGS icons displayed on 
homescreen



Multiple access points 
for GPGS sign-in with 
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for each
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never leaves the app



Smooth sign-in flow that 
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Smooth sign-in flow that 
never leaves the app



Smooth sign-in flow that 
never leaves the app



Using GPGS pictures to 
create a sense of 
personalization



Using GPGS profile pictures 
to create a sense of 
personalization



GPGS Quests

● Prominent and customized display of GPGS 
Quests icon on homescreen

● Well-designed Quests have clear goals, stated 
rewards, progress tracker, a clear deadline, 
and a call to action button

● Progress tracker updates as users advance 
through game

● Quests goal is well integrated into in-game 
goals and core experience



Prominent and 
customized Quest icon 
displayed on 
homescreen



Quests have
+ Clear goal & reward
+ Progress
+ Clear deadline
+ Call to action



Beautiful 
announcement banner 
to create a sense of 
challenge and purpose



+Progress tracker 
updates as users 
advance through game
+Quests goal is well 
integrated into in-game 
goals & experience



GPGS Multiplayer

● Prominent and relevant display of GPGS 
Multiplayer option on homescreen

● Pre-select active players to maximize response 
rate

● Room for improvement:
○ Asynchronous play to minimize drop-off 

from opponent’s delayed response
○ Run multiple games to increase the 

probability of a match





Displaying active 
players to maximize 
response rate 



Displaying active 
players to maximize 
response rate 



Room for improvement:
- Asynchronous play to minimize 
drop-off from opponent’s 
delayed response
- Run multiple games to increase 
the probability of a match



GPGS Achievements & Leaderboards Implementation

● Prominent and relevant display of GPGS 
Achievement, Leaderboards icons on 
homescreen

● Customized and beautifully designed 
Leaderboards icons and categories to best 
match the style of the game

● Easy early Achievements unlocks to delight 
users with quick wins



Prominent and customized 
icons on homescreen



Customized and beautifully designed Leaderboards icons and 
categories to best match the style of the game



Easy early unlocks to delight users with quick wins


